Abstract-We present a novel neural network signal calibration technique to improve the performance of triangulation based structured light profilometers. The performance of such profilometers is often hindered by the capture of noisy and aberrated pattern intensity distributions. We address this problem by employing neural networks and a spatial digital filter in a signal mapping approach. The performance of the calibration technique is gauged through both simulation and experimentation, with simulation results indicating that accuracy can be improved by more than 80%.
pattern is distorted by the diffuse surface in such a way that represents information about the height of the object perpendicular to the plane of observation. The distorted structured the modulation directly related to the depth distribution of light pattern is recorded, commonly by a CCD camera and the diffuse surface. Often such structured light techniques are through computer analysis of the recorded image the object nonresilient to nonlinear aberrations and other noise present can be recreated in 3D space, typically with a high degree in captured fringe patterns and as a result the ability to acof precision. Figure 1 depicts the typical Crossed Optical curately determine AC is significantly hindered. These fringe Axes geometry utilised by many traditional structured light anomalies typically result from nonlinear camera / projector profilometers. Using geometrical relationships apparent in the intensity responses, fringe image preprocessing prior to digital arrangement the physical height distribution of the object can projection and camera / projector lens distortion. be extracted. Noting that A EpE,D and A ACD are similar Some interesting solutions utilise neural networks to directly it can be shown that.
detect AC from fringe data [3] or in calibration applications ACdo to enhance the ability for reconstruction algorithms to detect -h(x, y) lo -h(x, y) AC [4] , [5] , [6] . In this paper we describe a neural network lIAC calibration approach whereby an aberrated noise corrupt cap- Gaussian smoothing is a noise suppression technique where a "bell-shaped" gaussian kernel is utilised to act as a spatial G (3) in the spatial frequency onto a reference plane. M neural networks such as that domain ittoo is of similar gaussiangform. In contrastto amean depicted in Figure 2 are trained to function as a non-linear or averaging filter with a rectangular kernel which oscillates signal map such that when the aberrated image I is then in the spatial frequency domain, we can be confident which applied to the neural networks, I, a calibrated version of the spatial frequencies will be attenuated based on the selected initial image is produced. Hence, mathematically:
gaussian parameters [12] . Since the phase modulation an object introduces into a It is important to note that in this case we have chosen a of the calibrated reference image, Wm1 and WM2 are the filtering technique based on the particular characteristics of corresponding weight matrices and fl() and f2() are the the noise present in the fringe pattern. Obviously a gaussian appropriate activation functions for the corresponding layers. smoothing technique will perform poorly in the presence of The M neural networks are then used to obtain calibrated "salt and pepper" or impulsive noise, due to its point spreading fringe images in which are then input to a structured light nature. A more appropriate spatial filter for such an application reconstruction algorithm such as PMP or FTP.
would either performed in the spatial frequency domain [7] via fft andatypical captured digitally projected snusoidal distribution: multiplying operations or in the spatial domain [8], [9] , [10] stage. Each set of n signals, rn(x,y), dn(x,y) and the filtered versions tn (x, y), df (x, y) for both the reference and where *(x, y) represents a hemispherical convex shape as deformed signals were applied to the trained neural network seen in Figure 4 (a). The camera / projector nonlinear intensity to yield the calibrated fringe patterns <n(x, y), dn(x, y) and response is modelled as: rn f (x,,y) dn (x:,y).
A standard 3 step PMP technique (N = 3) was used to tanh(35 -3) extract the phase distribution q5(x, y) for the filtered calibrated, () 128+16tanh(3) + (6) the non-filtered calibrated and also the non-calibrated fringe sequences. Table 1 displays the mean absolute phase reconSubsequent to these processes the signals are corrupt with struction error 6e along with corresponding standard deviation additive gaussian noise yielding a common Signal to Noise oe for both the calibrated and non-calibrated situations. For Ratio of 20dB. Thus, our distorted noise corrupt reference the calibrated-filtered case the absolute mean measurement fringe sequence t-(x, y) and distorted noise corrupt deformed error has been improved from 0.0992 rads-1 to 0.0152 phase modulated fringe sequence dn(X, y) are given as rads-1 improving the accuracy by more than 84%. Clearly the performance of the neural network is significantly hindered r-n(x, y) (rn(x)) + n(x), (7) with the introduction of noise with only a less than 30o improvement on accuracy under the specified noise conditions and without filtering. Figure 4 displays the complete reconstruction of the simulated hemispherical diffuse surface for filtered dn (x, y) (dn (x)) + nmn(x), (8) calibrated, non-filtered calibrated and non-calibrated fringe respctielywhre a dd.x arethenosequences. It is clearly evident visually the improvement in respectively, where m(x) and m(n) are the noise vectors reconstruction for filtered calibrated case in contrast to the introduced into into the nth reference and phase modulated non-filtered calibrated and non-calibrated cases. We will now signals respectively. Figure 3(a) -(c) displays a cross-section consider the experimental application of the proposed neural of the the initial reference sinusoidal signal, the nonlinear network technique. distorted signal and the noise corrupt signal respectively. The distorted noise corrupt signals (x, y) and dn(X, y) were IV. EXPERIMENTATION filtered using the gaussian smoothing technique described in In order to verify the physical application of the noise reSubsection II.B to give moval and calibration technique, practical experimental results m were established through the profiling of a diffuse object.
rnf(x,y) Z n(x +k-1,y).G(k), (9) A sinusoidal fringe pattern was projected using an InFocus k LP530 digital video projector and captured using a MS3100 
